Attendees

David Turnbull | Manager, UNSW Web and Innovation
David Bacon | ASB
David Chung | Engineering
David Horsley | DVCA
Graham Hannah | FASS, Law, BE
Michael Caddy | Faculty of Law
Vicki Truskett | Faculty of Medicine
Vladimir Tretyakov | Research

Notes: Wye Yu | Central Web Unit

Apologies

Duncan Smith | Faculty of Science
Laura Rigby | Marketing Services
Peter Norton | UNSW IT
Tim Bennett | Central Web Unit
Tom Ruthven | Library
Rowland Hilder | FASS

Minutes

1. Apologies, introductions and welcome (David Turnbull)

2. Minutes of previous meeting (David Turnbull)
   Minutes of previous meeting approved.

3. Accessibility Update (David Turnbull)
Summary

- Accessibility reports: (David Turnbull)
  - Latest WCAG Compliance Auditor report and login details have been sent to the committee for review
  - Committee request for report to include severity ratings, e.g. A, AA, AAA, etc.
  - David Turnbull will confirm the date when UNSW sites need to reduce A ratings.

- Branding: (David Turnbull)
  - Faculty sites are checked if it adheres to the UNSW web branding.
  - Findings will be emailed to the Faculty committee for review and action.
  - Faculties requested to review unused URLs, they will be deleted from the DNS.

New Business

- Current Student Gateway: (David Turnbull and David Horsley)
  - Will launch on 1st August 2013.
  - Merged 30+ sites from DVCA into a single gateway site.
  - (Apache) Solr used for better search capability.
  - Old pages from Learning Centre will be redirected to new site.

- Degree Search: (David Turnbull)
  - Committee suggested linking relevant data to the degree to better engage students, e.g. related scholarship, alternate programs, etc.

- Django sites: (David Turnbull)
  - Plans to phase out Django sites into Drupal sites.

- Research Centres: (Vladimir Tretyakov)
  - Launched on 11th July 2013.
  - Central hub for all research centres.

- Profiles: (David Turnbull)
  - To be completed by end of 2013.

- Privacy policy: (David Turnbull)
  - To be updated to inform viewers that their info may be used by third parties.

4. Next meeting

Thursday 15 August 2013 at 10am – 11am, Committee Room 4